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Major parameters, such as fission gas release, fuel
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distributions in the fuel pin were modeled in the initial

version SPECKLE-I. Additional modeling efforts to

improve the thermal models and to characterize the

mechanical aspects of sphere-pac fuel behavior provide

the basis for subsequent versions of SPECKLE.

A part of the improvements in modeling the thermal

behavior has been to develop the capability to include

changes due to burnup in the calculated heat source

distribution. To achieve this, several routines were



developed to provide a neutronics/heat source module for

SPECKLE. This module includes a fitting routine (CUBFIT)

to provide the option of altering the lethargy group

structure of global reactor parameters from the reactors

used for test pin irradiations. A neutronics routine

(NEUTRON) based on transport theory provides average
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pin, and the burnup routine (BURNUP) provides new values

for uranium and plutonium number densities across the

pin. Also described are modifications to the SPECKLE-I

heat source routine to incorporate burnup dependence as

well as porosity changes in the heat source distribution

in the pin.
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BURNUP DEPENDENT NEUTRON FLUX AND HEAT SOURCE

DISTRIBUTIONS IN SPHERE-PAC MIXED CARBIDE FUELS

I. INTRODUCTION

The development of fast reactors, spurred by

uncertainties in estimates of worldwide energy resources,

requires attendant development of advanced reactor fuels.

These advanced fuels must better utilize available

resources while maintaining the high safety margins and

economic advantages of conventional light water fuels.

One such advanced fuel which appears to satisfy these

criteria is a sphere-pac mixed carbide design being

developed at the Swiss Federal Institute for Reactor

Research (EIR) in Wuerenlingen, Switzerland. The fuel,

in the form of two size fractions (600-80014m and 40-60mm)

is loaded into cladding and vibrated.

In-reactor testing is a major part of any program to

develop a new fuel. Irradiations of sphere-pac fuels

began in 1971, and include the FILOS experiments

performed in EIR's SAPHIR reactor, the DIDO tests in the

DFR reactor in Dounreay, Scotland, and the MFBS7 pins

irradiated in the BR-2 reactor in Mol, Belgium.

Another important factor in the program is the

development of a computer model to simulate the
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irradiation behavior of the sphere-pac carbides. The

computer model may be used to predict fuel behavior under

diverse reactor operating conditions for licensing

requirements for new test pins and, by comparing

experimental data with results predicted by the model,

may lead to increased understanding of the mechanisms

acting during the lifetime of the fuel in a reactor. The

modeling for the sphere-pac carbides is incorporated in

the fuel performance code SPECKLE (Sphere Pac mixEd

Carbide Lifetime Evaluation),* which is being developed

through a joint effort by EIR and Oregon State

University. The SPECKLE code, and in particular, the

neutronics and heat source computing package are

described in more detail in succeeding sections.
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II. SPHERE-PAC FUEL MODELING

2.1 The SPECKLE Code

Achieving state-of-the-art levels in nuclear fuel

behavior simulation has been an international effort,

resulting in modeling codes that are typically large and

complex. LIFE (USA), COMETHE (Belgium), SATURN (W.

Germany), VULKIN (France), are a few of the computer

codes developed to model the irradiation behavior of

mixed oxide pins using pellet fuel. Experience modeling

mixed carbide pellet fuels is somewhat more limited, but

includes the UNCLE, LIFE-3C, and UCSWELL codes.

All of these models were developed to simulate the

thermal and mechanical response of pellet fuels. The

SPECKLE code, however, is being developed specifically

for sphere-pac fuel designs. Like the other codes,

SPECKLE incorporates the thermal mechanisms, e

changes in thermal conductivity, gas release, and

restructuring to model irradiation behavior of the fuel.

Models for simulation of the mechanical response are

being developed.

The nature of the fuel requires that, although the

general structure of SPECKLE is similar to that for other
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fuel simulation programs, the modeling of the thermal

conductivity, restructuring, gas release and heat

transfer for sphere-pac pins is unique. Figure 1 is a

conceptual flow diagram for SPECKLE -I -( 1 ). The figure

summarizes the behavior mechanisms included in the code,

and outlines the computational paths that are followed to

simulate pin response.

2.2 Neutron Flux and Heat Source Module in SPECKLE

Large computer codes generally are an assemblage of

modules which have specific functions or perform only

certain calculations, and SPECKLE is no exception. The

direct dependence of the heat source on the neutron flux

leads logically to combining these computations in a

single module. Since porosity redistribution, fuel

swelling, gas release, restructuring, and the

redistribution of plutonium and carbon are driven to

various extents by the temperature gradients resulting

from the heat source, this module is critical to any fuel

behavior simulation. The neutron flux distribution

defining the heat source must therefore be calculated

quite accurately.
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Neutron flux calculations in each pin depend on the

global group fluxes across the core. The geometric

dependence of these fluxes is typically eliminated by

averaging over the core, so that the values available for

a given reactor are usually the averaged group fluxes.

The energy bounds on the flux groups, and the number of

energy groups for which results are reported for a given

reactor are reactor-specific, particularly for small test

facilities. In addition, the neutron spectrum seen by

test pins during irradiation in the host reactors varies

widely. For example, test pins see a primarily

epithermal spectrum in the SAPHIR reactor, the BR-2 is a

thermal facility, and DFR provides a fast flux. Like the

DFR pins, the AC-3 pins for proposed irradiation in the

Fast Flux Test Facility (FFTF) near Richland, Washington

will see a predominantly fast flux. Since irradiations

of sphere-pac test pins have been carried out in a number

of different reactors, the neutron flux calculations must

be able to accept global reactor input data in a number

of energy groups and group sizes.

Global reactor flux calculations are generally based

on diffusion theory, although some incorporate

corrections from transport theory. For pin calculations,

however, the greater accuracy of modified transport
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theory is needed. The flux across the pin also depends

on the distribution of nuclides, which can vary

significantly with burnup.

Based on these requirements, criteria to be met by

the neutronics/heat source module in SPECKLE can be

defined.

1. The module must accept global reactor data in

several forms, and must have the capability to

redefine group structures in order to compare

results with other test irradiations.

2. Burnup dependence must be included to incorporate

the effects of changes in isotopic concentrations

across the pin.

3. Pin calculations require the greater accuracy of

modified transport theory.

4. Suitable convergence criteria must be defined.
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III. NEUTRON FLUX DISTRIBUTION

3.1 Introduction

The thermal and mechanical response of sphere-pac

mixed carbide fuel is influenced by the neutron flux

distribution in the pin, due to the strong dependence of

the heat source on the flux. The criteria to be met by a

computer program for calculating the neutron flux in

pin have been defined previously (see Section 2.2).

These include the requirement that the module must

readily accept global reactor data in any number of

forms, and must be capable of altering the input values

so that results from test irradiations can be compared.

The initial consideration in the neutron transport

module takes into account that irradiations of sphere-pac

test pins are done in several different reactors. Since

the number and range of energy groups for multigroup

cross sections and group constants varies with each

reactor, the module incorporates a routine CUBFIT, to fit

multigroup cross section data to appropriate polynomials

in lethargy. Then the choice of energy or lethargy

groups to account for the differences in reactors--fast,

epithermal, or thermal--is a user option and provides
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greater flexibility for the program use. The fitting

routine is discussed in more detail in the next section.

The major portion of the neutron transport algorithm

is devoted to the calculation of the neutron flux

distribution in a single pin, given the appropriate cross

sections and group constants and the asymptotic flux for

the host reactor. The assumption is made that

calculations for the host reactor have been completed

prior to the time step under consideration. Measurements

of the characteristics of the core could be used.

Calculations for the core based on diffusion theory, for

example core calculations using the LEOPARD code or a

similar program, would be suitable as input to the

neutron transport routine NEUTRON.

Figure 2 is a conceptual flow diagram for the

neutron flux distribution subroutines described in this

chapter.

3.2 Multigroup Data Fitting Routine CUBFIT

The purpose of this section of the neutronics module

is to satisfy the first of the criteria listed in

Section 2.2, that is, that the computing package readily

accept and can change global reactor data in order to
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facilitate comparison of irradiation test results. The

"preprocessor" routine CUBFIT ( 2 ), will fit a given set

of group data (flux, diffusion coefficients, cross

sections, and moderating powers) to smooth functions of

lethargy. Note that a conversion is made for the fitting

from energy bounds to lethargy ranges to take advantage

of the fact that expressing the data in terms of lethargy

results in smoother functions.

The CUBFIT routine uses cubic spline interpolation,

a form of piecewise polynomial interpolation, to fit the

group data. Because the group values may vary widely

over a small range, an interpolation fit through all of

the data points risks "filtering out" important

information. For this reason, CUBFIT fits a curve

through the first few points to determine the

interpolating function for that section of data, then

moves on to fit the next few points with a different

interpolating function. This sliding fit greatly reduces

the filtering effects inherent in a simple global fit of

the data.

The present structure of the CUBFIT routine requires

that it be used only to reduce the number of groups to be

considered. It does not have the capability to fit, for

example, five-group data, and output data for ten groups.
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This limitation means only that when comparison runs are

made for different irradiation experiments, that the data

with the fewest groups will determine how the input data

from other experiments will be changed.

3.3 Neutron Flux in a Pin

3.3.1 Assumptions for Flux Calculations

The neutron flux in the pin is determined by

approximate transport theory for each lethargy group.

For numerical calculations the pin is divided into

several concentric rings of equal areas, and the

assumption is made that the cross sections in a given

ring remain constant during the time step being

considered. Assumptions made in the derivation of the

transport kernels result in the calculation of an average

neutron flux in each ring, so that results are most

easily displayed as a histogram.

Since the pin is assumed to be imbedded in an

infinite medium which has the asymptotic flux of the host

reactor, there are two components to the flux in the

rod: neutrons that have scattered from some r' to r,
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where r' can be in either the same or a different

concentric ring, and neutrons that reach r after entering

at the pin surface. An approximation is made by assuming

azimuthal symmetry for both the entering neutron flux and

the contribution from scattering inside the pin. The

integral equations discussed in the next section are also

of this form. The flux is composed of a "source" term,

which is the first collision flux in the pin from

neutrons entering the pin surface, and a "scattering"

term generated by neutron scattering in the pin. The

boundary conditions linking the pin calculations with the

host reactor flux provide a term with a cosiene

distribution inward toward the pin axis.

3.3.2 Derivation of Transport Equations

The transport equations for this case are derived

using the methods of integral equations (3). The general

integral equation for the flux in a cylinder is given by

the following equation.

(15 (a) ----- d-c5/[4 + Zsgh

dz '
E -6--161 2+ Z/2

rci-Vi 2+ z'2 ( 3 .1)

Ss(i) (T5) = dD'14 G50 + Escb (Ps) ] K C0'00 (3.2)
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where K(-15,-151)is the line-to line kernel. Utilizing the

assumption of azimuthal symmetry, the transport kernel is

symmetric about the z axis, so that

1
K(5, P3') = 27

0

t' 2 + zi2
dz' e

p_c5/1 2 t2 (3.3)

A change of variable is made to simplify the calculation,

letting

and

z' sink t

dz' T)-Mcosh t dt

using the substitution 1 + sinh2t = cosh2t, and dividing

out a common factor of 1-i-Tilcosh t, gives

KCI5.0')
1

00

e-Et 1 p -p/1 cosh t
dt

2Tr173-I5' cosh t

Noting that the general form of Bickley functions of

order n is given by,

(3.4)
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the integral in Equation 3.4 above may be replaced by

Ki
1
(x), as shown in Equation 3.5. The calculation of

Bickley functions is discussed in greater detail in the

appendices.

K(P,f5
1

) Kii(Et I -15--O'l)
1-0-351

Equation 3.2 can now be written as

(I) (r3) = dO" [Q + Esq, _LC-1 (Et )

1-5-1-6,1

In the case of a cylinder 4)01= q5(r,a) ,

4)(r) = r 'dr' [Q (r' ) + Esc') (r' )

Ki1(Et

271- I r-r '

(3.5)

(3.6)

(3.7)

Assuming symmetry, we need only consider values of in

the half-plane from (0,Tr).

TT

c0 (r) = Sda.1.r'dr' [Q (r' ) + Esqb(r1)]

0

Kil(EtIr -r'i)

r -r (3.8)

We can split the above expression into two parts.

The first part is the source term--the first collision

flux in each region from neutrons transported from the

pin surface. The second part is the contribution from

scattering-in from all other regions. Defining the



source term as

S(r) = cdu r'dr'Q(r')

o

El (EtIr-/"I)

Tri r-r

we can rewrite Equation 3.8 in the following way.
Tr

Kii(Etir-ri( )
(I) (r) = S (r) + rldrlEsa)(r')

Tr I r-r '

16

(3.9)

(3.10)

Recall that for the numerical calculations, the pin

is divided into concentric rings, and that the average

values of the flux in each ring are used. The average

values for the flux and source terms in each fuel ring

are given by

rn

2

r2 r2
r (1) (r) dr

(3.11)()ri

n-1 r
n-1

S
n

rn

2

S (r) dr (3.12)

rn n-1
rn-1

Replacing terms in Equation 3.10 by their average values,

we get

2rE,c1) (r)

= Sn r'dr' 1 dr r2 2
r
n

r
n-1

Ki
1
(EtIr-r'1)

71r-r' l
(3.13)

0 r mr-.1 1-7

The equation can be further simplified by replacing
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Es4)(r) by its average value in each of the N rings,

assuming Es is a constant in each ring.

N 2r dr m
(Pn = Sn + E 71) Em sm r2 -

r2 r'dr'
rrF1 n n-1

rn-1 rm_l 0

TT

Kil (E t I r-r'1)

71r-r' (3.14)

For convenience, define the transport integral from some

ring m to ring n as

and

2

rn m

rdr r'dr'
2 r 2

n n-1
r
n-1

rirt-1

I
2

mn 2 2- r
rn n-1

Ki
1

(Et r-r I )
(3.15)

Trir-r' l

(3.16)

Note that in Equation 3.15, there is a pole where

Ir-r'l is equal to zero. Evaluating the transport

integrals numerically eliminates this pole, as described

in a later section.

The expression for the average flux in each ring can

now be written simply as

n
= Sn + E (pm Esm Inn (3.17)

where the first term represents the source contribution

and the second term is the contribution from

in-scattering from within the fuel pin.
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3.3.3 The Source Contribution

To describe the source component of the flux, a

coordinate system is imposed on the pin such that the

origin is a point on the pin surfaco. Figure 3

illustrates this system. At the origin, the flux is

given by the relation

(15

cbc, 3

+ JosinecosIP (3.18)

where cpo and Jo are the surface flux and surface current.

Neutrons which came from outside the pin--the incoming

half of the surface flux--can be considered as the next

generation from the flux at the origin. Define this next

generation flux a the sum of two components, one from the

(Oo term, and one from the term involving the surface

current:

Next generation from cP = S + S (3.19)

The source generated from the surface flux term for

a particular radial position r in the pin is found by

integrating the expression:

co

gbo
S (r) =

47rco

eEt
1p2

ada
p2 + z2

(3.20)
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Figure 3. Pin Coordinate Systan for Source Calculations

where the differential element in the x-y plane is given

by ada. Employing the transformation and symmetry

assumptions used in Section 3.3.2, equation 3.20 can be

written as

S
ct,

(r) =
a Ki (Zio)

Tr p

0

cl)

Averaging this expression for each ring n gives

rn

200a
SA = rdr

Yn (r2 - r2 )Tr
n n-1 r

n-1

Tr

tact
Ki,(Ep)

p

(3.21)

(3.22)

To evaluate SS a simplifying transformation is
Pn

made from the (r,a) coordinate system to a system in

(p,$), as shown in Figure 4 below.
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Figure 4. Source Term Geometry

For each ring, equation 3.22 reduces to

Sin = 2q50a

2 -7(r r )

n n-1

20

d8 dp KiI(EP) (3.23)

which can be evaluated for each of three regions of

ring n identified in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Source Term Calculation Regions
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The angles $c in Figure 5 are, for our purposes, the

"critical" angles defining the tangents to each ring.

Using the notation in the figure, equation 3.23 can be

integrated to yield an expression for k in any ring n.

cn-1
T.i5r1

2 cp

r2
a

3 de { (EPn) - Ki2 (Epn_i) }
E

"-n n-11 n 0

13c,

+ { Ki2 (EPril

13cri--1

+ c16 { Ki2 (EPn

0

- Ki
2
(Epn2) }

- K
2
(Epn )1 (3.24)

The argument of the Bickley function is an optical

pathlength which must be calculated numerically.

The source generated from the surface current term

for radial position r is determined by a similar

integration.

2 TT

S (r) = 3J°
dz ada sine COO

p 2 + Z 2

0

(3.25)

Taking advantage of the geometry and assuming symmetry,

this reduces to

S (r) =
3J°

Tf

co

dz ada
e-Et P +z f 2 2 2

p r sin a

p2 +z2 (3.26)
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Once again replacing z by psinh t, and dz by pcosh t dt,

S can be expressed in terms of a second order Bickley

function.
7

3Joa
(3.27)

7 P
2

S (r)
2 r2sin2

da Ki
2
(Ep)

0

Averaging this equation for each ring n, and expressing

in terms of r, a, and the angle a as defined in Figure 5

results in the following:

r, 7

6 Jo a

) E
.1.rdr

n -n-11 n
ni

a - rcosada Ki
2 a2 +r2 -2arcosa

(3.28)

A similar (r,a) +(p,13) coordinate transformation

simplifies the calculation of which is integrated
on

over the same three regions to produce the final

expressionforLin each ring.
n

= 6J0
Jn 7(r - r2 )En n1 n

Soy -i

icIS cos {K13
(Zijn) Ki3 (EPn-1) /

cif3 cosy { Ki.3 (Epni ) Ki3 (EPn2 )1

13c,_,

..r+ di cosh { Ki3(EPn-1) (Epn)1

0

(3.29)
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As before, the Ki
3

arguments are optical

pathlengths, and must be evaluated numerically. This

pathlength is the integral of the path to (r,$) from

(a,Tr), and can be approximated by a simple summation when

programming.

3.3.4 Evaluation of Transport Integrals

The evaluation of the transport integrals Imo'

requires a straightforward application of geometry. The

I transport integral was defined previously asmn

rn rm

i rdr r 'dr'
mn

0rn
-1

r
m-1

(3.30)

Note that there are three cases to consider. If n is

less than m, the integral I can be written as is. If n

is greater than m, the order of integration is reversed:

rm r

I = 270;ir da
Mr1

1
(3.31)

rn-1 0

Ki (E lr-r' )

Ir-r' I Tr

The third case is that for the self kernel, when n is

equal to m.

In both cases for n not equal to m, the integral is

over a circular strip external to the actual point.
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Figure 6 shows the relation between the radii and the

angle.

r r r
2z 2 Zu

Figure 6. Circular Strip for Integration

The integral for this strip can be written
7

I = r
Kii(E[r-r11)

dr
z z

Ir-r'l
(3.32)

zz 0

A change of coordinates as shown in Figure 7

eliminates the troublesome pole when it -r'l = 0, and

facilitates the evaluation of the optical pathlengths

required for the Bickley function arguments. In this

case, the angle $ is no longer the polar angle, which

somewhat complicates geometry considerations.

Letting (r -r11= p and S be the angle defined in the

figure, integration is from a smaller to a larger p. The

integral becomes: 7 pla

I = 1
Kia(ZP)dP

sca
7

0 PZ

(3.33)
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ri r2

Figure 7. Transport Integral Geometry

Integrating gives

I = a [ Ki2(Zpz) - Ki2(EPu)]. (3.34)
1TE

0

Therefore the expression for I is, for n less than m,

rn 7

inn = drS
d$

[ Ki2(Ept) - Ei2(Epu)),

r , 0
sm

and for the case when n is greater than m,

t; IA 7

Jridr'S 7TE

dS

i

Kit
(EPZ) Ki2 (EPu)]mn an

r
m-1

0

(3.35)

(3.36)

The integral expression for the self kernel, m equal

to n, is a bit more tedious to derive, but can be done by

considering the pathlengths in three regions as shown in
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Figure 8 below. This approach is the same as that used

for the source terms, except that the definition of the

coordinate system is different.

r

Figure 8. Self Kernel Coordinate System

The three regions are defined by calculating a new

critical tangential angle 8c for each new value of r.

For these regions,
I

for the self kernel is given by
r f3cn_i

lmn = rdr ( I - Ki.2(E( r2-r2sin28 -rcos8) ]
j7rEsn

r n-1 0

+ fda ( 1 - Ki2(E(- rr21_1 -r2sin213 -rccsa)]

13cn -1
,k1-1

+
J
d8 mi2a( rr2.1 1-r2sin28 - rcos8)

Ei2 n(E( n:-r2Sin2a -rcos)]
(3.37)
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The expressions for I are valid in general
mn

throughout the pin, although special consideration must

be taken in the extreme cases, i.e., for the innermost

and the outermost concentric rings.

3.4 Boundary Conditions

The link between the pin calculations and the

conditions in the reactor hosting the test pins is

provided by a boundary condition at the pin surface. The

approach used here is to restrain the value of the

surface current, which provides a somewhat more physical

treatment than a condition on the surface flux. The

current condition is simply a balance between the total

number of neutrons passing through a unit area of the pin

surface and the total absorption of neutrons in a unit

volume of the fuel pin.
a

27aJo = 27r ScpEardr (3.38)

and

0

First, define F and F as solutions of
a 2ir

F = Sricirt 5da F
(1)Es

K(r",a;r,()) +
(P=

(3.39)

a 2ir
F = FJ E

S
K(rt,a;r,0) + JJ (3.40)

0 0 o
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For this case then, the flux is given by

(1) = (1)0F4) + JOFJ (3.41)

Solving the current condition for Jo and substituting for

(I), the flux-to-current ratio at the pin surface is given

by

1 - 1 SF E
a
rdr

a oJ

SF E
a
rdr

o
ci)

(3.42)

The fuel pin is treated as a perturbation in the

host reactor flux, so that the surface flux c0 is

different from the asymptotic flux (Pas. Using diffusion

theory, the flux outside the pin can be given by

(P

+ eKo(K p) (3.43)
(1) as

where cOas is the asymptotic flux of the host reactor, and

c is an arbitrary constant. The current is determined by

differentiating the expression for the flux, giving

J = cKDK
1
(KP) (3.44)

The flux-to-current ratio at the pin surface can now

be written as

(1)
(Pas cK° (")

J
CJCDK (1<p)

1

(3.45)

The value of (1)/J is known from the pin calculations,

so that the constant c is determined. The value of c

fixes the normalization for the flux in the pin, which
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produces the desired results: the magnitude and shape of

the neutron flux distribution in the fuel pin.
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IV. BURNUP

4.1 Burnup Routine Development

The primary purpose of the burnup routine is to

account for changes in isotopic concentrations in the

fuel pin to provide updating of the macroscopic cross

sections used in the neutronics calculations. At

designated intervals in the neutronics calculations, the

.BURNUP routine can be called to compute new number

densities for the plutonium and uranium isotopes, thus

increasing the accuracy of the flux values.

Because the energy distribution as well as the

magnitude of the neutron flux varies with the radial

position in the pin, the isotopic number densities vary

radially with burnup. Accounting for this change will

affect the safety analysis of the pin as well as the

"mechanical" aspects, i.e., gas release, sintering, and

swelling. Centerline temperatures calculated for UO2

fuels at high burnups may be decreased by as much as

200°C ( 3 ). Other effects which are not currently

accounted for in the programming but which affect the

isotope distribution in the pin include porosity

redistribution, fuel densification, and the migration of
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plutonium down the temperature gradient. All of these

factors require that radial dependence be provided for.

The fuel pin was divided previously into ten subregions

of equal areas for neutron flux and heat source

calculations, so the treatment of the radial dependence

of burnup poses no new difficulties. We require only

that, given the initial or most recently calculated

average isotopic concentrations, microscopic cross

sections for each lethargy group, and average group

fluxes in each ring, the burnup routine provides new

"burned" number densities in each ring.

The initial number densities at beginning-of-life

(BOL) are assumed to be constant across the pin, and are

equal to the as fabricated compositions. Burnup

calculations assume that the group flux in each ring is

flat, and remains constant during the irradiation time

step. These average group fluxes have been calculated in

the NEUTRON routine and are readily available.

The BURNUP routine uses the same governing

differential equations and assumptions as its

predecessor, the RPBURN routine ( 4 ). The equations are

solved assuming a constant flux approximation, which is

valid for coupled chains and can handle changes in cross

sections. For this case then, during a time step, the
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flux within each lethargy group is assumed not to change

with time. In the case of loss by absorption only, the

loss rate for a nuclide is given by

dN(r,t)

N(r,t)

G

E (.1") aakdt

k=1

(4.1)

where the summation is from one to the number of lethargy

groups, G. Integrating over a time step from t to t+At

for this simple example gives

where

N(r,t+At) = N(r,t) e
-aAt

a = E cp (1.-)as
k

k=1

(4.2)

(4.3)

The program uses a fourth-order Runge-Kutta

scheme ( 5 ) to solve the differential burnup equations

for the number densities of 235U, 238u, 239pu, 240pu and

241 Pu. Loss by decay is neglected for all nuclides

except for 241Pu, which has a half life of only 14.7

years. Table 1 lists the governing equations as well as

the assumptions made for each nuclide. Figure 9 diagrams

the steps taken for the burnup calculations. The results
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of this routine--the burnup dependence of the neutron

flux and heat source--are discussed in the next section,

and the input and results for a sample burnup case may be

found in the appendices.

4.2 Radial Burnup Dependence in FILOS-04 Pins

To illustrate the importance of calculating radially

dependent burnup in the fuel pin, a sample burnup case

was run for the FILOS-04 pins. For simplicity, this case

considered only one lethargy group (thermal), and used

the flux profile computed by Peddicord ( 6 ) using the

WIMS code. The relative percentages of plutonium

isotopes at BOL were also taken from this report.

Initial number densities were calculated assuming a

theoretical density equal to 13.6 g/cc, a smeared density

in the pin of 80% of the theoretical density, and

plutonium concentration of 15% at BOL.

The flux profile used was computed using an

empirical fit to a quartic ( 7 ), assuming the flux is

proportional to the heat source.

ac Q (r) = a, + a ) 2 + a (-- ) 4
2 ri (5.4)



Table 1

BURNUP SCHEME GOVERNING DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

Assumptions and Governing Half-life
Nuclide Differential Equation Years

235 U No production, neglect decay 7.04 x 108

dN25(t,E)

dt = -N
2 5

(t,E)a
a
(EE)W

25

238U No production, neglect decay

dN28(t,E)

dt
= -N

28
(t

'

E)a
a21

5(E ) co(E)

239 pu Production by capture and decay
from 238u, destruction by
absorption, neglect decay

dN
49

(t,E)

= N28 (EE)
dt 28 C

W
28

N
49

(t,E)a (EE)
a
W

49

240 pu Production by capture in 239PU,
destruction by absorption,
neglect decay

dN
4 0 '

(t E)

241 Pu

= N (t E)a (EWE)
dt 49 ' c

49

- N (t E) (Et, (E)
4 0 a

h
40

Production by capture in 240pu,
destruction by absorption_and
decay

dN41(t,E)

dt
= N

40
(t,E)a

c
(E) (E)

40

- N (t E)a (E)
41 ' a

W
41

- X
41
N
41
(t,E)

4.468 x 109

2.411 x 104

6537

14.7

34
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(START)

Initialize
Arrays

Read:
HEAD, BURN, NMAX
NG, Group a's

Convert a's
Barns to cm2

/Read N(0) 's/
Read 1) (J, K)

Convert (J, K)

n/cm2s to n /an2d

Call BURNUP (BURN,
H, K, NMAX, PHI, T,

Z, X, Y,

Sum Burnout for Each Group

NM(J) = NM(J) + [N° - N(J,K))

Canpute Number Densities

N(J,NMAXP) = N(J,1) - Z NM(J)
k

cWrite HEAD,
, T, Z, X, Y, W, V

CAP)

Figure 9. Flaw Diagram for BURNUP
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where

r
1
= radius of the fuel region

a. = 0.602851

a
1
= 0.013714

a
2
= 1.170907

For the burnup case this profile was averaged in

each concentric fuel ring, and the average values

normalized to 1. Burnup calculations were carried out

until the mean burnup in the pin reached a previously

defined FIMA value. The fluence necessary to attain this

value was computed beforehand by a simple trial-and-error

method, and was input to the burnup routine in a DATA

statement.

Figure 10 illustrates the normalized flux shape and

the average values (shown as a histogram) used for each

fuel ring. Figure 11 shows the radial dependence of the

concentration of uranium and plutonium isotopes for

different burnup levels. The higher burnup in the outer

regions can result in significant flux flattening in the

pin due simply to burnout effects.
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Figure 10. Normalized Flux Distribution, FIICS-04
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Figure 11. Total (U and Pu) Distribution as a Function
of Burnup for the FILOS-04 Pins
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V. HEAT SOURCE

5.1 Factors Considered

The distribution of the heat source is a function of

several dynamic fuel parameters. Factors which should be

included in determining the heat source are:

1. the porosity in each concentric fuel region,

which can change dramatically with restructuring

and the migration of pores.

2. the distribution and concentration of fissionable

nuclides as a function of burnup. As seen in the

preceding chapter, the higher fluxes in the outer

rings of the fuel pin lead to correspondingly

higher burnup in these regions. This effect

contributes to the flattening of the heat source

distribution as the fuel pins are irradiated.

3. changes in nuclide distribution due to so called

"chemical effectsTM, e.g. plutonium migration

down the temperature gradient.
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5.2 Numerical Application

The previous SPECKLE version included a subroutine

HEAT, which updated the heat source in each inner fuel

region which had completely restructured. Porosity

changes were updated at each time step, so that the heat

source due to fission was given by

where

P (r)
q

1 - P,

q
Po

= initial heat source due to fission

(5.1)

Po = initial smeared porosity in the fuel

The routine then went on to calculate the

contributions to the heat source by gamma heating in the

fuel and in the clad, using the updated values to

calculate the actual axial linear power in the fuel pin.

With the availability of the NEUTRON and BURNUP

routines, the second factor listed in Section 5.1 can now

be included in the heat source calculations. Since it is

not necessary to recalculate burnup changes at each time

step, an alternate heat source routine HEAT2, was

developed. This routine can be used to update the

initial fission heat source across the pin according to

changes due to both porosity and burnup.
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The general expression for the fission heat source

as a function of the fuel radius is

where

q = GNff(r)af(1)(r)

G = energy per fission, MeV/fission

(5.2)

N
ff = number density of fissionable isotopes,

nuclei/cm

of = fission cross section, cm2

= neutron flux, neutrons/cm2
sec

For a number of different isotopes, i,

q f(r) =
NI

E G.N
ff

(r)a
f.

cp(r)
.

i=1
(5.3)

Considering several different energy or lethargy groups,

k,

NG NI
e'f(r) = E E G4N,,.(r)cf. cOk(r)

k=1 1=1
1.1.1

1,k
(5.4)

Assuming that the expression in Equation 5.4 can be

considered to be the initial heat source for that time

step, the burnup and porosity dependent heat source



is given by

q
1-P (r)

NG NI
E G1Nff (r)a

1P, k=1 i=1 1,k
d?k(r)
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(5.5)

The contributions from the gamma heating in the fuel

and cladding are then calculated assuming only the

porosity corrections. The end result of these

calculations is that the heat source values so important

to the fuel modeling are now corrected for yet another

primary consideration, that is, the changes due to burnup

in the radial distribution of fissionable nuclides.
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VI. SUMMARY

The development of a fuels modeling code generally

follows a predictable pattern; at the outset, modeling

emphasizes the most important physical effects, which in

this case include the fission gas release, fuel

restructuring, and the resulting temperature

distribution. As the modeling proceeds, smaller effects

which can be well characterized are included. The

neutronics and burnup capabilities provided by this work

allow subsequent sphere-pac fuel modeling to account for

the changes in the fission heat source during

irradiation.

The required conditions for the neutronics/heat

source module for SPECKLE listed in Chapter 2 are

satisfied as follows.

The capability to change the group structure of the

global reactor parameters is afforded by the routine

CUBFIT, a sliding cubic spline fitting program. This

routine at present can convert reactor data only in the

direction of consolidating the number of groups, or for

changing the lethargy bounds for the same number of

groups.
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Isotopic changes across the fuel pin due to burnup

are accounted for in the routine BURNUP. The burnup

routine accepts any number of group cross sections and

group fluxes as input. The program uses a fourth-order

Runge-Kutta scheme to solve for the number densities of

uranium and plutonium isotopes in each of ten concentric

rings in the fuel pin. The concentric rings used in the

burnup and neutronics routines are of equal area,

providing a greater number of calculated values in the

outer regions of the pin, where the flux gradient is

steepest.

The neutronics for flux calculations are contained

in the routine NEUTRON, which calculates the appropriate

transport kernels and resulting transport integrals for

neutrons scattered in the pin, and for the "source"

neutrons scattering in from outside the pin. The

integral equation for the neutron flux is expressed in

matrix form, and is solved using a matrix inversion

technique.

Pin calculations are linked to the conditions in the

host reactor in the source calculations. The boundary

condition used is a restraint on the surface current,

which leads to the calculation of the flux-to-current

ratio at the pin surface. This ratio determines

convergence of the flux values in the pin.
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HEAT2 provides an alternate heat source routine for

the SPECKLE calculations when the burnup dependence is to

be included at a time step. HEAT2 utilizes the same

assumptions for porosity dependence and gamma heating as

the original routine HEAT.

The computer routines developed as a result of this

project are compatible in general with the sphere-pac

fuel modeling code SPECKLE-I, which also assumed

concentric rings of equal areas for calculations. The

new SPECKLE-II version assumes that nodes are placed at

equal changes in radius, which gives more information

near the center of the pin where the temperature gradient

is generally greatest. The CUBFIT routine could be

modified to fit the flux and burnup results produced

using equal area rings to values in terms of rings of

equal width.
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A. BICKLEY FUNCTIONS

The Bickley functions Kin(x) are encountered in

reactor physics, most notably as an important factor in

neutron transport calculations. These functions, which

are given by

-x cosh u
Ki

n
(x) = du

cosh
n
u

(A-1)

are recursive in nature. The relation between Bickley

functions of different orders is given by

Kin(x) = Kin_i (t)dt (A-2)

The recursive nature of these functions leads to the

recurrence formula stated by Bickley (9)

nKin±i(x) = (n-1)Kin_1(x) + x( Kin_2(x) - Kin(x)) . (A-3)

There are two general methods for computing values

of Ki
n
(x). One method is to interpolate from stored

tables of Bickley function values. The second method

involves calculating either polynomial or rational

approximations to the functions.
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Methods for numerically calculating Bickley

functions by interpolation and by using Chebychev

approximations are described by Danielson (10).

D. Davierwalla's (11) routine is used in the NEUTRON

calculations reported here. This routine depends on

Chebychev rational approximations to calculate values of

Ki
n
(x) for a wide range of x and n values.
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B. RUNGE-KUTTA SCHEME FOR BURNUP

The differential equations for the burnup of each

nuclide are solved using a fourth-order Runge-Kutta

technique. Using this method a differential of the form

y' = f(x,y)

is solved numerically using the following relation:

yi+1 = y. +
6

(k
1

+ 2k
2

+ 2k
3

Letting h2 denote h/2 where h is the integrating

increment, i.e., h = t, the "k" terms are given by

kl = f(xi,yi)

k2 = f(xi + h2, yi + h2.k1)

k3 = f(xi + h2, yi + h2.k2)

k4 = f(xi + h, yi + h.k3)

This can be extended to a system of coupled

equations, for example a system defined by the

differential equations:

y' = f(x,y z)
and

z' = g(x,y,z)

The numerical solutions for y and z for the i+1 time step

are given by

=
Yi+1

y. + h
(k

1
+ k

2
+ k

3
+ k

4
)
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and

z.
1

=
1

z. T+
h
(1 + 1

2+1 1
1
3

+ 1
4

)

Again, letting h2 be equal to h/2, the "k" and values

are given by these relations:

ki = f(xi,yi,zi)

k2 = f (xi + h2, yi + h2 k1, zi h2! 11)

k3 = f(xi + h2, yi + h2-k2, zi + h2-12)

f(x. A- z. + 11-1
3

)

The values for 11,12,13, and 14 are found by evaluating

the function g for the same arguments as the k terms.
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C. BURNUP ROUTINE SAMPLE CASE

List of Principal Variables

Symbol Definition

ALAMV 241 Pu decay constant in days 1

BURN Total irradiation time in days

CROSS Labeled common for storing cross section
values

H At for burnup calculations (days) . .

H = BURN/NMAX

HEAD1, . . . HEAD6 60 character heading label

I Time step index

INIT Flag to use BOL values
INIT = 0 indicates BOL
INIT = 1 use input "initial" values

Ring index

K Energy or lethargy group index

NG Number of energy/lethargy groups for fluxes
and cross sections

NMAX Maximum nuMber of time steps, NMAX < 500

PHI(J,K) Flux in ring j, for lethargy group K, input
in n/dm2sec, changed to n/am2day

SA-(K) Absorption cross section a for each nuclide,
input in barns, changed toacm2

SC-(K) Capture cross section a for each nuclide,
input in barns, dhanged to dm2

V(J,I) 241Pu number density in ring J, time step I

W(J,I) 240pu number density in ring J, time step I

X(J,I) 239Pu number density in ring J, time step I

Y(J,I) 238U number density in ring J, time step I

Z(J,I) 235U number density in ring J, time step I
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Input to the Program

I. HEAD1, . . HEAD6 Format (6A10)

.Allows the user to include a 60 character heading.

II. BURN, NMAX, INIT, NG

.The irradiation time in days.

.Themaxiimm number of time steps (MAX < 500).

-Does irradiation start at fuel pin BOL?

Yes: INIT = 0, No: INIT = 1

-Number of energy or lethargy groups for fluxes and cross
sections

III. SAZ(K), SAY(K), SAW(K), SAVCK1 .

SCY(K), SCX(K), SCW(K)

-Input microscopic absorption GSA-1 and capture C50-1
cross sections in barns for lethargy group K for each
nuclide.

Free Format

IV. ZI, Y1, XI, WI, VI Free Format

'Initial (BOL) number densities in atoms/cc

The program expects to read these values, whether the
irradiation starts at BOL or not. Dummy values should be
input for non-BOL cases (INIT = 1).

V. Z(J,1), Y(J,1), X(J,1), V(J,1) Free Format
for J = 1,10

Initial number densities for eaoh,ring J in atoms/cc

'This card need not be included if INIT = 0.

VI. PHI (J,K1 for J = 1,10 and K= 1,NG Free Format

Input fluxes for each lethargy group K, for all indexed
rings J, in n/cm2sec
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MAIN 71

C.... CALL BURNT TO COMPUTE NEW N'S IN EACH RING FOR GROUP K MAIN 72

DO 80 K=1,NG MAIN 73

CALL BURNUP(BURN,H,K,NPAX,PHI,T,Z,Y,X,W,V) MAIN 74

NMAXP = NMAX + 1 MAIN 75

D8 80 J=1,10 MAIN 76

721(J) = NJ) + Z(J,NMAXP)) MAIN 77

YM(J) = YM(J) + (Y(...1,1) Y(J,NMAXP)) MAIN 78

!M(J) = XM(J) + (X(J,1) X(J,NMAXP)) MAIN 79

AM(d) = NM(J) + (W(J,1) W(J,NMAXP)) MAIN 80

VM(J) = VM(J) + (V(J,1) V(J,NMAXP)) MAIN 81

80 CONTINUE MAIN 82

C MAIN 83

C.... COMPUTE NEW N'S (BURNOUT FROM ALL GROUPS) tia4 MAIN 84

DO 90 J=1,10 MAIN 85

= Z(J,1) ZM(J) MAIN 86

Y(J71) = Y(J,11 - YM(J) MAIN 87

X(J,1) = X(J,1) - XM(J) MAIN 88

W(J,1) = W(J,1) - WM(J) MAIN 89

V(J,1) = V(J,1) - VM(J) MAIN 90

90 CONTINUE MAIN 91

C MAIN Q2

r nuTPUT FINAL VALUES .... MAIN 93

I = NMAXP MAIN 94

WRITE(6,200) HEAD1,HEAD2,READ3THEAD4,HEAD5,HEAD6 MAIN 95

WRITP(6,400) MAIN 96

DO 110 j=1,10 MAIN 97.

110 WRITE(6,500) J,T(I),Z(JII),Y(J,I),X(J,I),W(J,I),V(J,I)

ZINN

98

C 99

C.... FORMAT STATEMENTS MAIN 100

200 FORMAT(64110) MAIN 101

200 FORMAT(1H ,//," GROUP ",I2) MAIN 102

400 FORMATCTING TIME",9X,IIN254,9X,"N28",9X,"N49",11X,"N40", MAIN 103

1 10X,IN41") MAIN 104

500 FORMAT(I5,F6.0,5(1X,IPE12.4)) MAIN 105,

STOP MAIN 106

END MAIN 107

C MAIN 108

*BURNUP BURNUP 2

SUBROUTINE BURNUP(BURN,H,K,NMAX,PHI,T,Z,Y,X,W,V) BURNUP 3

DIMENSION T(501),PHI(10,501),Z(10,501),Y(10,501),X(10,501) BURNUP 4

1 ,W(107501),V(10,501) BUMP 5

COMMON !CROSS/ SAZ(50),SAY(50),SAX(50),SAW(50),SAV(50), BURNUP 6

1 SCY(50),SCX(50),SCW(50),SCV(50) BURNUP 7

C BURNUP 8

ALAMV = ALOG(2.)/(14.7*365.)
. BURNUP 9

T(1) = 0.0 BURNUP 10,

DO 50 I=1,NMAX BURNUP 11

IP = I+1 RIIRNUP 12.
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TLIP) = BURNUP 13

PURNUP 14

TO 50 .1=1,10 BURNUP 15

BURNUP 16

C.... SET UP ;MATIONS FOR CONSTANTS .... BURNUP 17

BURNUP 18

C.... FOR N28 = Y RHRNUR 19

Al 1 = F(Y(J,I),SAY(K),PHI(J,K)) BURNUP 20

= FCYCJ, D+H2*AI 1,SAY(K),PHILI,I0 ) PURNUP

AL3 = FMJ,I)+H24Al 7,8AY(K),PHI(j,K)) RURNUP

AJ 4 = Fq(J,I)+H*AI 3, SAY(K),PHILI,10) RHRNUP

C PaIRNUP 24

C.... FOR N49 = X .... BURNUP 25

4J1 = COW,I),Y(J,I),SAX(K),SCY(K),PHI(J,K)) PURNHP 26

4.j2 = i3(X(J,I)+H944.4,Y(j,I)+I+2141.11,SAM),SCY00,PHI(J,K)) RUMP 27

AJ2 = 13(X(J,I)+H2*4.12,Y(J,I)+H2*AL2,SAX(K),SCY(K),PHI(J,K)) BURNUP 28

AA = 0(X(J,I)+H*A.13, Y(J,I)+H+A13, SAX(K),SCY(K),FHI(J,K)) pump

C PHRNUP 30

C.... FOR N40 = W BURNUP 31

AM? = ON(J,I),MJ,I),SAW(K),SCM,PHI(J,K)) BURNT 32

PM2 = G(WW,I)+H2*AMI,X(1,I)+H2*AJI,SAW(K),SMK),PHI(J,K)) BURMA,' 33

AM? = O(Wi.J,I)+H2*Ar,X(J,I)+H2*4_17,SAW(K),SCX(K),PHI(J,K)) BURNT 34

AM4 = GOA(J,I)+H*4r3, X(J,I)+H*A0, SAW(K),SCX(K),PHI(J,K)) 8HRNIP 35

C RURNUP 36

C.... FOR N4I = V BURNUP 37

4N1 = n(V(J,I),WW,1),9AV(K),SCW(K),PHI(J,K),AI ANY) citipmup

AN2 = D(V(J,I)+H2*AN1,WW,I)+H2*AMI,SAV(K),SCW(K),PHI(J,K),AIAMV) PURNUP 39

4N3 = DOMJ,1)+H2*AW,WW,I)+142*AM2,SAV(K),9CW(K),PHI(J,K),ALAMV) PURNUP 40

4.44 = n(V(J,1)+H*03, WW,I)+H*02, SAV(K),SCW(K),PHI(J,K),ALAMV) BURNUP 41

PURNUP 42

C.... 30I V; FOR N25 AND N28 EXACTLY BURNUP 43

7(J,IP) = 7(J,I)*FXP(SAZ(K)*PHI(J,K)4H) BURNUP 44

Y(J,IP) = Y(J,I)4FXR(SAY(K)*PHI(J,K)*H) BURNUP 45

BURNUP 46

C CALCULATE uumpq DENSITIES FOR N49, N40, N4I BURNUP 47

X(J,IR) = X(J,I) + (1-1/6.)*(AJI + 2.*AJ2 + 2.*Aj3 + 4.4) DURNUP 48

W(j,IP) = WW,I) + (14/6.)*(AMI + 2.+AM2 + 2.*AM3 + AM4) BURNUP 47

= Y(J,I) * (H/6.)*(AN1 + + 2.*AN3 + AN4) PURNUP 50

BURNUP 51

50 CONTINHP RURNUR 52

BURNUP 53

RPTURN BURNUP 54

END BURNUP 55

BURNUP 56



FUNCTION F(Y,SA,FHI) F 2

F = -Y4SA*PHI F 3

RETURN F 4

END F 5

F 6

FUNCTION GX,Y,SA,SC,PHI) 13 2

11 = Y*SC*PHT -X*SA*PHI 0 3

RETURN 0 4

END 0 5

0 6

FUNCTION n( X, V, SA, SC,PHI, Al AM) n 2

O = Y4SC*PHI -OSA*PHI -ALAMO. 5 3

RETURN 0 4

END n 5

il

57
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Sample Case Run

**CASE 1. TEST CASE FOR PURNUP PROGRAM)R

50,50,0,1

397.66,4.30071738.83,262.46,901.67

4.30051215.73,262.37

5.61E+20,1.8139E+22,3.3E+2170.A

I.E+13:1,1+13,1.E+13,1.E+13,1.E+13

1.E+13,1.E+13,1.E+13,1.E+13,1.E+13

EDI ENCOUNTERED.

60,BURNIN

50. 5001
3.9766E -22 4.3087E-24 7.3883E-22 2.6246E-22 9.0167E-22

4.3005E-24 2.1573E-22 2.6237E-22

5.61E+4'0 1.8139E+22 3.3E +71

1 1 8.64E+17

2 1 8.64E+17

3 1 8.64E+17

4 1 8.64E+17

5 1 3.64E +17

6 1 8.64E+17

7 1 8.64E+17

8 1 864E+17

9 1 8.64E+17

10 1 8.64P+17

GROUP 1

**CASE 1. TEST CASE FOR BURNT PROGRAMH-

RING TIME N25 N28 N49 N40 1741

1 50. 5.5144E+20 1.8136E+22 3.1997E+21 3.0112E+19 1.6320E+17

2 50. 5.5144E+20 1.8136E+22 3.1997E+21 3.0112E+19 1.6920E+17

3 50. 5.5144E+20 1.8136E+22 3.1997E+21 3.0112E+19 1.6928E +17

4 50. 5.5144E+20 1.8136E+22 3.1997E+21 3.0112E+19 1.6928E+17

5 50. 5.5144E+20 1.8136E+22 3.1997E+21 3.0112E+1? 1.6920E+17

6 50. 5.5144E+20 1.8136E+22 3.1997E+21 3.0112E+19 1.6920E+17

7 50. 5.5144E+20 1.8136E+22 3.1997E+21 3.0112E+19 1.6928E+17

8 50. 5.5144E+20 1.8136E+22 3.1997E+21 3.0112E+19 1.6920E117

50. 5.5144E+20 1.8136E+22 3.1997E+21 3.0112E+19 1.6920E+17

10 50. 5.5144E+20 1.8136E+22 3.1997E+21 3.0112E+19 1.6925E+17

.906 CP SECONDS EXECUTION TIME.



D. NOMENCLATURE

Term Definition

FIMA Fissions per. Initial Metal Atom,

usually given in %PIMA, denotes the

amount of burnup in the fuel pin.

Lethargy Defined as u = In(a0) , where

Em is the maximum E neutron energy

expected (generally about 10 MeVit

and E is the energy of the neutrons

being considered.
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